Cathering Mowry LaCugna Award Archives

- Award for 2018: Elizabeth Antus
  Essay Title: "Was it Good for You"

- Award for 2017: Judith Gruber
  Essay Title: "Revealing Subversions: Theology as Critical Theory"

- Award for 2016: Benjamin Maurice Durheim and David Turnbloom
  Essay Title: "Tactical Ecumenism"

- Award for 2015: Nichole Marie Flores
  Essay Title: "Beyond Consumptive Solidarity: An Aesthetic Response to Modern Day Slavery"

- Award for 2014: Michael Peppard

- Award for 2013: Christiana Z. Peppard
  Essay Title: "Fresh Water and Catholic Social Teaching"

- Award for 2012: Anna Harrison
  Essay Title: "'Jesus Wept': Mourning as Imitation of Christ in Bernard's Sermon Twenty-Six on the Song of Songs"

- Award for 2011: Kimberly Baker
  Essay Title: "Augustine's Doctrine of the Totus Christus: Reflecting on the Church as Sacrament of Unity"

- Award for 2010: Steven Bullivant
  Essay Title: "Sine culpa? Vatican II and inculpable ignorance"

- Award for 2009: Christopher Pramuk
  Essay Title: "Apocalypticism in a Catholic Key, Lessons from Thomas Merton"

- Award for 2008: Dominic Doyle
  Essay Title: "Retrieving the Hope of Christian Humanism: A Thomistic Reflection on Charles Taylor and Nicholas Boyle"

- Award for 2007: Laura Grimes
  Essay Title: "The Influence of Augustine on Medieval Women's Theology: Gertrud of Helfta's Herald of God's Loving-Kindness"

- Award for 2006: Laura M. Taylor
  Essay Title: "La Frontera: Boundaries, Identities and Difference in Theological Thought"

- Award for 2005: Gemma Tulud Cruz
  Essay Title: "One Bread, One Body, One People: The Challenges of Migration to Theological Reflection"